Super Bowl:
Previous Super Bowl
38 entries @ $1.00
Miscellaneous (Vegas)
0 fine(s) @ $ 5.00
0 fine(s) @ $ 4.00
1 fine(s) @ $ 2.00

$ 2,120.00
38.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
$ 2,160.00

Tournament Payout:
38 entries @ $35.00 ea.
Added by ABT Twin Cities
Champion shirt TCB
Progressive Pot
Las Vegas Nationals
Optional Singles
Brackets
TOTAL PAID OUT

$1,330.00
.00
50.00
900.00
0.00
208.00
630.00
$3,118.00

Chris Bonde for Nybo’s Lanes presents checks to
Champion Dick Pietsch and Matt Kirkham.
(front) Darin Pomije, Clarence Freeman and Don Eller

Eight semifinalists competed for first place prize in this weekend’s tournament held at Nybo’s Lanes in Red Wing. A
score of 890 placed Dick Pietsch as top qualifier. Matt Kirkham rolled 858 for second place while 857 seeded Clarence
Freeman in third. Darin Pomije managed 835 to be placed fourth while Don Eller rolled 829 for fifth place.
The first game of the stepladder would match Darin Pomije and Don Eller. During this match the doubles, splits and
converted splits were equal except Don had an additional two splits for the loss. Darin 199 (190 + 9), Don 193 (179 + 14).
Darin would now advance to meet the number three qualifier, Clarence Freeman. During this match Darin had two turkeys
while Clarence could not double and had one more open than Darin. Darin 213 (204 + 9), Clarence 174 (158 + 16).
Darin advanced to meet the number two qualifier, Matt Kirkham. During this match Darin could not find a double. Matt
had a four-bagger from the 4th frame. Darin had a split in the 5th followed by a spare/strike and finished with spares. Matt
237(226 + 11), Darin 191 (182 + 9).
Matt advanced to meet the number one qualifier, old man Dick Pietsch (65 years old and still going strong). Dick spared
every frame this game except for the 9th which was his only strike. Matt started with a strike/open then a double and was
ahead in the match thru the 9th frame, he needed a strike in the 10th to force another game and got a 9 count for the loss.
Dick 207 (189 + 18), Matt 206 (195 + 11).
Champion Notes: This was Dick’s 3rd championship and he said it was too long in getting here. Dick is currently the
owner/manager of Farmington Lanes. (If anyone wants to take over this position give Dick a call.) He has been bowling
for over fifty years and currently bowls at Apple Place and Farmington. Dick and wife Kathi have eight children; Tim,
Pam, Mike, Patty, Rich, Tony, Jim and Andy and have been married for forty-three years. Dick listed a 300 and 781 as his
bowling accomplishments. No one in particular has helped with his game, although today his wife did tell him he was not
following through and that is why he wasn’t getting any reaction. So he did follow through and still did not get any
reaction (HAHA). Dick’s plans for today’s winning include the fall National in Las Vegas. He wanted to thank the staff
of the ABT for running a great tournament, even if it takes forever to get your true average. Spare shooting is still
important.
Welcome new members: None this week !!
Welcome back renews:

Larry Novotny !!

If you see any of these members please take a minute to introduce yourself and welcome them!!
Congrats New Masters: None this week !!
New Lifetime Members: None this week !!
Next Event, Midway ProBowl -

August 13 - 17 !!

